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Journal quality criteria

• Efficiency - identifying and disseminating significant knowledge in 
timely manner

• Focus - the extent to which a journal publishes the most pertinent and
meaningful knowledge

• Impact - the extent to which its content reflects and inspires the new, 
relevant knowledge

• Scope – reaching audience, potential contributors to knowledge
(regional, national, international)

• Selectivity - ability to select better knowledge
• Composite rating - determined by the journals’ efficiency, focus, 

impact, scope, and selectivity
Forgionne and Kohli, Information and Management, 2001



Journal quality criteria (additional)

• Transparency and openness – content, research data, 
methods, software, editorial policies

• Reproducibility – the basic principle of science (repeat, 
replicate, reproduce and reuse)!

• Licencing – article content and research data usage rights



Editors and peer reviewers
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Peer review

• „The peer-review process is still the gold standard that will 
continue to drive scholarly publication” (Mayden, 2012)

• „Peer review involves the unbiased, independent critical 
assessment of scholarly or research manuscripts submitted to 
journals by key experts or opinion leaders” (ICMJE)

• „A good reviewer is competent, knowledgeable, unbiased, 
objective, punctual, consistent, ethically sound, constructive, 
and maintains confidentiality” (Garmel, 2010; Kumar, 2009)



WHY „PREDATORY” JOURNALS?



Possible reasons?

• commercialization of the scholarly publishing

• publish or perish

• bias in acceptance by well-known „western” journals

• language barriers

• not all research is globally relevant

• different funding levels in different countries/research
communities

• simplicity of journal – still paper-centric



25. obljetnica časopisa Društvena 
istraživanja, Zagreb, 9. prosinca 2016.





The defects of peer review

• slow

• expensive

• highly subjective

• „something of a lottery”

• biased against innovative papers, women, non-prestigious
institutions, low income countries, language, negative studies... 

• easily abused

• inconsistent

• unable to detect errors or fraud



Consequences



Irreproducible research

Baker, 2016



„Predatory” journals (J. Beall)

• Editorial bodies – editors are not named; 
without affiliations

• Contact – missing or fraudulent contact 
information

• Fees – costs associated with publishing are 
hidden or unclear

• Journal name – doesn’t reflect the scope; 
imitates name of a prestigious journal; 
contain the national or international 
affiliation that does not match information 
on publisher’s location

• Indexing and metrics – false 
information on indexing, false 
metrics

• Journal scope – is to broad

• Peer review – missing information 
on the peer review process, 
sometimes without peer review

• Spam e-mails – journal sends e-
mails requesting submissions or 
inviting researchers to be members 
of the editorial board



Small study

• 50 „predatory” publishers/journals were analyzed

• publisher name, URL address, note on fees, fees (USD), note on 
peer review

• author guidelines, reviewer guidelines, ethical policies were
collected as a separate files

• screenshot of the publisher web site was captured

• simple content analysis – with peer review in focus





Fees (#50)

• 9 journals not charging (new - probably will charge in the future)

• 5 journals – information on charges not available

• 4 journals – price on demand (contact address)

• 32 journals have fees ($40-$500) – differences between local and
foreign authors

• article processing charges, article processing fees, article publishing fee, 
handling fee, manuscript processing fee, page fee

• upon acceptance



Ethical policy (#50)

• 31 journals have a kind of ethical policy as a separate 
document

• all ethical policies have a note on peer review, manuscript
originality and plagiarism

• 27 have a note on disclosure and conflict of interest



Peer review (#50)

• only 14 journals have guidelines for peer-reviewers as a separate 
document

• 21 jounal have a note on peer review as a part of text

• 37 have information on peer review in the guidelines for authors (25 
double blind)

• 9 journals have double blind peer review

• ethical issues (plagiarism, fraud, duplicate submissions, 
confidentiality, conflict of interest)



„Predatory” journals

• Editorial bodies – editors are named; with
affiliations

• Contact – contact information present

• Fees – 80% transparent information on fees

• Journal name – „international” character

• Indexing and metrics – not
present

• Journal scope – not to broad

• Peer review – information on 
peer review process present

Limitations of the study:
• small sample
• accuracy of the presented information was not checked



THE FUTURE OF PREDATORY PUBLISHERS?
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JCEA annual International editorial board meeting 2016, 

Zagreb, Croatia, 15 Sept 2016



ANNOTATIONS 
(CLASSES)Semantic enrichment

JCEA annual International editorial board meeting 2016, 
Zagreb, Croatia, 15 Sept 2016



Authorship (XML)



Publishers responsible for metadata



Citations



Visual enrichment• videos highlighting critical 
points in the research 
process

• 3D representations of 
chemical compounds or art 
works

• audio clips with the author's 
reflections and interviews

• animated simulations or 
models of ocean currents, 
tides, temperature and 
salinity structure



25. obljetnica časopisa Društvena istraživanja, Zagreb, 9. 
prosinca 2016.

Open peer review
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JCEA annual International editorial board meeting 2016, 
Zagreb, Croatia, 15 Sept 2016

The question is not: what is wrong
with „predatory” publishers, but 

what is wrong with us? Would
predatory publishers exist in the

world of functional scholarly
publishing system?



Traditional
journals
white
high quality

Predatory
journals
black
low quality

‘Why we should worry less about 
predatory publishers and more about the 

quality of research and training at our 
academic institutions’ (Wager, 2017)

Are we right to assume that researchers are unable to 
determine what is good and what is bad? And to assume 
that only ‘credible’ journals publish high quality papers, 
and what is published elsewhere is rubbish? (Smart, 2017)



Thank you for your attention! 

jadranka.stojanovski@irb.hr

JCEA annual International editorial board meeting 2016, 
Zagreb, Croatia, 15 Sept 2016


